
SeaEco+ Immersion Suit

Elevate your safety at sea with the SeaEco+ Immersion Suit - a
significant evolution of our renowned SeaEco suit. The SeaEco+
stands out with its certification for use without a lifejacket, making it
an essential choice for the merchant fleet and beyond.

Key Features:

Built-In Buoyancy: The buoyancy pillow at the back ensures the
correct floating position and provides adequate freeboard for added
safety.

Durability and Flame-Resistance: Crafted from flame-retardant 5
mm neoprene with a knitted polyester backing, this suit is designed
for enhanced durability and protection.

Emergency Preparedness: Equipped with an emergency light,
buddy line, floating hook, and a lifting strap with a stainless steel
D-ring and carabiner hook.

Easy Closure: The waterproof main zip in PU/Plastic ensures a



secure and hassle-free closure.

Reflective Safety: Approved reflective patches enhance visibility
and safety in low-light conditions.

Integrated Hood: The integrated hood with an extra closure
provides added protection from the elements.

Watertight Cuffs: Watertight cuffs deliver an additional layer of
protection against water ingress.

Detachable Gloves: The gloves are easily attached by elastic
bands and conveniently stored under a flap on the sleeves.

Secure Fit: Velcro tighteners in the legs ensure a secure and
comfortable fit.

Optimal Grip: Rubber soles provide optimal grip on slippery
surfaces, ensuring surefootedness even in challenging conditions.

Compliance and Certification: This suit complies with SOLAS
standards and adheres to LSA code MED 1.6b as an insulated
immersion suit designed for wear without a life-jacket. It is
accepted as an immersion suit by Transport Canada and the
Russian Maritime Register of Shipping (RMRS).

Vacuum Packing: The SeaEco+ can be vacuum-packed,
extending its mandatory service interval to a maximum of 5 years,
offering excellent value.

Elevate your maritime safety standards with the SeaEco+ Immersion
Suit. Its advanced features and certifications make it an essential
choice for those who prioritize safety and performance at sea.



 

Suit size Weight
Dimensions
packed in

carrier bag
Colour of

bag
Dimensions
packed in
vacuum

Service-
interval

packed in
vacuum

 SMALL 4,0 kg AAxBBxCC cm Orange 55x34x15 cm 5 years
 MEDIUM 5,4 kg 64x45x26 cm Yellow 65x45x20 cm 5 years
 STD 5,5 kg 65x45x26 cm Red 65x45x20 cm 5 years
 XL 6,0 kg 66x45x28 cm Green 70x45x18 cm 5 years
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